Inter-satellite laser link acquisition with dual-way scanning for Space Advanced Gravity Measurements mission.
Laser link acquisition is a key technology for inter-satellite laser ranging and laser communication. In this paper, we present an acquisition scheme based on the differential power sensing method with dual-way scanning, which will be used in the next-generation gravity measurement mission proposed in China, called Space Advanced Gravity Measurements (SAGM). In this scheme, the laser beams emitted from two satellites are power-modulated at different frequencies to enable the signals of the two beams to be measured distinguishably, and their corresponding pointing angles are determined by using the differential power sensing method. As the master laser beam and the slave laser beam are decoupled, the dual-way scanning method, in which the laser beams of both the master and the slave satellites scan uncertainty cones simultaneously and independently, can be used, instead of the commonly used single-way scanning method, in which the laser beam of one satellite scans and that of the other one stares. Therefore, the acquisition time is reduced significantly. Numerical simulation and experiments of the acquisition process are performed using the design parameters of the SAGM mission. The results show that the average acquisition time is less than 10 s for a scanning range of 1-mrad radius with a success rate of more than 99%.